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CALCULATIONS. 

1. WooLen YARN CounrTSs. 

The common method of counting woolen yarns is by the 

RUN system, which is based on the number of runs of 1600 yards 
each in one pound, or the number of times that 100 yards are 
contained in one ounce. 

Thus, a 5 run yarn means that 5 X 1600=8,000 yards are 
contained in one pound. 

2. TO OBTAIN THE WEIGHT OF A GIVEN LENGTH OF YARN 

when the “run” is known. 

Rule—Multiply the size of yarn given in *‘run’”’ counts by 100, 

and divide the product into the given number of yards; this gives the 
weight of the yarn in ounces. 

Bee AMPIOD: 

a. What is the weight of 8800 yards of 54-run in ounces ? 

5.5 X 100 = 550 

8800 — 550 = 16 ozs., or I lb. Ans. 

b. What is the weight of 5250 yards of 3-run yarn? 

4X ICO== {OO 

5250 — 300 = 174 ozs. Ans. 

ZAP hOEIND THE “RUN COUNT when thesweight and 
length are known. 

Rule--Divide the given length in yards by the weight in ounces 

and by 100 or divide the given length by the weight in pounds and by 
1600. 

5. EXAMPLE. 

a. 4000 yards of woolen yarn weigh 5 ozs.; what “run” is it? 
4000 

-=é7un. Ans. 
5 X 100 

Proor. 8 X 1600 yards (standard number) = 12,800 yards 
per pound. 

} 12,800 — 16 = 800 yards per ounce. 

800 X 5 = 4000 yards in 5 ounces. 
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b. 200,000 yards of “run” yarn weigh 15 lbs.; what “run” 

is it? 
200,000 
= Oo Ue ee 

15 X 1600 
6. To FIND THE LENGTH OF YARN when the weight and 

run are given. 

Rule—llultiply the weight in pounds by the run count, and by 

the standard length, 1600 yards; or multiply the weight in ounces 

by the run count and by roo. 

EXAMPLE. 

a. What is the length of 350 lbs. of 2-run woolen yarn ? 

350 X 2X 1600__—‘11,120,000 yards. Ans. 
b. How many yards are there in 10 ozs. of 3-run yarn? 

10 X 3 X_100 = 3000 yards. - Ans. 

7. In Philadelphia and vicinity the numbers of woolen yarn 

are based on the cur system. 

This system is, that for number I cut yarn, 300 yds.= 1 Ib. 

The rules and examples given under the explanation of the 
“run’’ system apply to the “cut” system, excepting that one 
system is based on 1600 yards in one pound and the other 300 

yards in one pound. 

8. Frne LINEN AND JUTE yarns are based on the above 
cut system, but instead of the word cz/, the word LEa is used. 
The calculations regarding the woolen cut system apply. 

9g. CoaRSE LINEN AND JUTE are reckoned by the weight 
of a spindle, or 14,400 yards ; thus, if 14,400 yards weigh 4 Ibs. 

is 4-lb. counts. 

By this system the heavier the yarn is, the higher the 
counts. This differs from almost all other systems of yarn num- 
bering. Usually a higher number means a finer yarn. 

10. NUMBERING WoRSTED YARNS. The system of num- 
bering worsted yarn has previously been referred to in Clause 
116, Part III, and is based on the system of reckoning 560 yards 
of number one yarn in one pound. Number two yarn would there- 
fore have 560 X 2, or 1120 yards in one pound. 560 yards make 

one hank. 
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Ir. The calculations that have been given for cotton yarns 
are applicable to worsted yarns, always remembering that the 

worsted hank has 560 yards, while the cotton has 840 yards. 

12. Worsted yarns for warp are almost always two-ply, that 
is two-fold; thus, 2-ply 24s, 2-ply 50s, etc, meaning that 12 

and 25 times 560 yards of the ply yarn respectively weigh one 

pound. 

13. SILK YARN NUMBERING. 
SPUN DLUKS. sClsopsee Clause 05, Part ll.) hese are 

calculated on the same basis as cotton: 840 yards to the hank. 
The number of hanks in one pound indicates the counts. 

14. There is a material difference however in ply or folded 

yarns made from silk and cotton. Cotton yarns are marked 

2 ply 20s or 2-ply 40s, etc., as they may be required, which means 

that they are equal to single Ios or single 20s respectively. In 

silk the count of the yarn is indicated by the size of the resultant 

or folded numbers, writing after this the numbers of threads that 

the ply yarn contains. If the numbers are written 20s 2 fold, as 
the numbers of silk are indicated, it means that the yarn is 

equal to single 20s after folding, and not 10s as would be meant 

by the same number in cotton. 

30s 3 fold in silk means 3 threads of Qos. 

3-ply 30s in cotton means 3 threads of 30s. 

15. Cotton, woolen, worsted, fine linen and spun silks are 

all based on the system of numbering finer yarns by higher 

numbers. 

16. Raw. Sitxs. These are calculated on an entirely dif- 
ferent basis from spun silks. 

Here the higher the counts or numbers, the coarser the 

yarn. 
The American custom of specifying the size of silk yarns is 

by giving the weight of 1000 yards in drams avoirdupois. Thus 
if 1000 yards weighed 6 drams, it would be known as 6-dram 
silk. 

If the yarn is weighed in smaller quantities than 1000 yards 
then take the weight in proportion ; thus, if the skein is 250 yards 
jong and weighs 5 drams, the silk would be 20 dram silk. 
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17. Previously to being dyed, sflk yarns are subjected to 
what is called “boiling off,” to take out the gum or saliva which 
the silk worm spins into the single thread. 

In this process the yarns lose from 20 to 30 %, according to 

the class of raw silk used; China silks lose the most, European 

and Japan silks the least. 
The sizes of yarns are always given for their “gum” weight ; 

that is, in their condition before boiling off and dyeing. 

18. CONTINENTAL EUROPEAN NUMBERING OF SHAPPE OR 

SPuN Sitk. In Switzerland and France Chappe or Shappe 

silk is reeled in lengths of 500 metres. One skein, of five parts 

each, of 100 threads, of 1 m.=500 m. The counts indicate the 

number of skeins of 500 m. each, that go to one-half kilogramme. 

In England, Shappe silk is reeled like cotton. One hank 

seven skeins of 80 threads, of 14 yards each = 840 yards. The 

number or counts gives the number of hanks in one pound. 

19. By multiplying the English number by 1.69 the French, 

Swiss or metric number or count is obtained; the reverse being 

effected by multiplying the latter by 0.59. 

20. The system of numbering silk which is in vogue in 
Europe, and which is used by a number of mills in America, is 

as follows: 

1 skein of 500 meters, weighing .o5 grams = I denier inter- 
national ; 

or I skein of 476 meters, weighing .053 grams =I denier 
Turin system ; 

or I skein of 476 meters, weighing .o51 grams —1 denier 
Milan system. 

21. CONTINENTAL EUROPEAN NUMBERING OF COTTON 
YARNS. 

22. FRENCH WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF CoTTON YARNS. 

The French system of numbering is based on the metric system. 

The metre (39.37 inches) and the kilogramme (2.204 Ibs.) being 

their standards of length and weight. 

23. In numbering yarn, a thread of cotton yarn 1000 

metres long, weighing 500 grammes (4 kilo.) is called No. 1. 
No. 2 = 2000 metres, weighing 500 grammes. 
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No. 3 = 3000 metres, weighing 500 grammes. 
No. 4 = 4000 metres, weighing 500 grammes, 

And soon. This length of 1000 metres is termed a hank (or 
écheveau) and each hank is divided into 1o skeins (échevettes) of 
100 metres each. These skeins are wrapped on a reel having a 
circumference of 1.425 metres (56.10 inches), making seventy 
revolutions to a skein. 

24. The number of hanks in 500 grammes is the count of 
cotton yarn. 

Rule.—Divide the metres reeled by twice the weight in grammes 
= counts French. 

25. EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE. 

a. A woolen skein of one pound weight contains 18,000 
yards. What is the count in both run and cut systems? 

b. What is the weight of 37,000 yards of yarn in 1s worsted 
and Is cotton counts ? 

c. What is the weight of 10,000 yards of woolen yarn, 
“run” and “cut” systems, 4s counts? 

d. 24 worsted hanks weigh one pound and are 24S counts. 
What is the number of hanks in cotton for the same length of 
yarn? 

e. How many yards of single yarn are there in a pound of 
2 ply 20s cotton? 

f. How many yards of single yarn would be required for a 
pound of 20s 2 fold silk ? 

g. If 200 yards of raw silk weigh 6 drams, what numbers 
will it be in the American system ? 

h. A hank of raw silk weighs 64 drams (A.S.) How many 
yards does it contain ? 

26. EQuivaLenr Counts. To find the equivalent count of 
one system to that of another system. 

Rule.—Multiply the given counts by the number of yards in the 
standard length of the specified system, and divide by the number 
of yards in the standard length of the system required. 

27. EXAMPLE. 

a. Find the equivalent of 15s cotton in woolen and worsted 
counts, 
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840 15 63 
———— = — = 7.875 woolen counts, run system. Ans, 

1600 8 

840X115 45 
——— = — = 22.5 worsted counts. Ans. 

560 2 

b. Convert 2-ply 30s worsted to woolen run. 
2 Lhe OO shed 
—=I15S ———— =—= 5.25 run. Ans. 
30 1600 4 

c. Find the equivalent of 40s 2 fold silk in single worsted. 

40 X 840 
———_ = 60s worsted. Ans. 

560 

d. Convert 43s run wool to worsted and cotton counts. 

4.5 X 1600 go 
es = -——  _ 12.85 worsted counts. Ans. 

560 i 
4.5 X 1600 60 

= — = 8.57 cotton counts. Ans. 

840 7 
28. EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE. 

a. Find the equivalent of 2 ply 26s cotton in single worsted 

counts. 

b. Find the number of yards in a pound each of 2 ply 60s 
cotton, 40s 2 fold silk and 10 run woolen. 

c. If a cloth is picked with 48s cotton filling and it is 
desired to substitute worsted, what counts of filling would be 
required ? 

d. How many yards are there in 4 ounces of 52 run wool 

yarn? 

e. 1120 yards of worsted yarn weigh 2 ounces and are 
twisted with 1120 yards of another worsted yarn. The resultant 
count is 12.8s. What is the count of each of the single yarns ? 

f. What counts of spun silk are equal to 80s cotton ? 
g. Convert 40s single cotton to worsted. 
h. How many yards are there in 8 ounces of a woolen run 

yarn equal to a 4s cotton? 

i. What counts of cotton are equivalent to gos worsted ? 

pak ts 
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j. Convert number 7 wool “run” to wool “cut” counts. 

29. To FinD THE NUMBERS OF YARNS WITHOUT CALCU- 

LATIONS. 

The counts of yarn in many materials can be found by 
counting the number of threads or picks each of a certain length, 
which collectively weigh one grain. For cotton this length is 4,8; 
inches, worsted 2% inches, and spun silk 4,8, inches. 

30. EXAMPLE. 

If a small piece of cloth contains 40 picks, each 4,5, inches 

long of spun silk, and 30 ends of warp each 23 inches long of 
worsted, the warp would be 30s worsted and the filling 4os silk. 

31. FinpiInG WEIGHT OF YARN. 

To find the weight in pounds of a given number of yards of 
yarn of a known count in any system. 

Rule.— Divide the given number of yards by the count of the 

yarn and by its standard number of yards per pound. 

32. EXAMPLES. 

a. What is the weight of 1,126,000 yards of 2 ply 30s worsted 
yarn? 

2-ply 30s = 74S. 
1,126,000 

— = 134.047 pounds. Ans. 
15 xX 560 

b. What is the weight of 980,000 yards of 2 ply 30s cotton 
yarn? 

2 ply 30s = {ES. 
980,000 700 
——_—_—- = —= 77.77 pounds. Ans. 
15 x 840 9 

c. What is the weight of 48,000 yards of woolen “run”’ 

yarn? Size of yarn 3-run. 
48,000 

—=+10pounds. Ans. 
3 X 1600 

d. What is the weight of 48,000 yards of 3-cut yarn ? 

48,000 160 
= — = 53.33 pounds. Ans. 

3 X 300 3 
33. If the answer is required in ounces, then multiply the 

answer by 16, or take it as a whole, and multiply the number of 
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yards by 16, dividing by the count of the yarn and its standard 
of length. 

EXAMPLE. 
Find the weight of 13,800 yards of 32s worsted in ounces. 

13,0006. 16) 9345 
= 12/221, 0unees. 5 

32x 500 28 

34. EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE. 

a. What is the weight of 360,000 yards of 2 ply 30s worsted’ 

yarn ? 

b. What is the weight of 360,000 yards of 2 ply 30s cotton ?° 
c. Find the weight of 12,000 yards of woolen 5-run. 

d. What would be the counts of the yarn in the previous. 
example by the “cut’’ system, the same weight being used ? 

35. FinpInG Counts. 

To find the counts of any yarn when the length and weight 
are known. 

Rule. -- Divide the number of yards given by the weight in 

pounds and the number of yards in the standard of the system 

required. 

36. EXAMPLES. 

a. A warp contains 156,000 yards and weighs 20 pounds ; 

find the woolen “run” counts. 

156,000 39 
— = — = 4.875 run. Ans. 

20% 1600" 77S 

b. Given 120,000 yards, weight 15 pounds; what are the 

“cmt Counts ¢ 

120,000 80 
= = = = — 26/00 cil is: 

D5) Ge! 3 
c. Find the worsted and cotton numbers for the length and 

weight of the previous example. 

120,000 100 
a = 14.28 worsted counts. Ans. 

15 X 560 7 

120,000 200 
— = —-— = 9.52 cotton counts. Ans. 
15 X 840 PAI 
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37. FrnpInG LENGTH OF YARN. 

To find the length of yarn when the weight and counts are 

given. 

Rule.— Multiply the weight in pounds by the counts, and by 

the standard number of yards for the given material. 

38. EXAMPLES. 

a. Find the length of 20 pounds of 20s cotton. 

20 X 20 x 840 = 336,000 yards cotton. Ans. 

b. Find length of 20 pounds of worsted 2 ply 20s. 
20 X 10 X 560 = 112,000 yards worsted. Ans. 

39. EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE. 

a. How many yards of single yarn are there in 30 pounds 

of 2-ply 28s worsted ? 

b. How many yards are there of the ply yarn, ignoring 

contraction in twisting ? 
c. How many yards of single yarn are there in 10 pounds 

of 2-ply 60s cotton ? 
d. Find the length of yarn in 10 pounds of 4os 2 fold silk. 

40. Pty, oR DouBLE AND Twist YARNS. 

What has been said in clauses 103 to 113, Part III, Calcula- 

tions, in regard to cotton yarn will also apply to woolen, 

worsted and linen yarns, that is with regard to the sizes of yarns 

twisted together, or to be twisted together. 

42. If the yarns that are used are of different materials and 

based upon different systems of counting it will to necessary to 

first bring them to one denomination. 

AZ, JOON URIS. 

A yarn is composed of one thread of 15s worsted and one 

thread of 10s cotton ; what are the resultant counts in worsted ? 

10 X 840 
—— = 15 worsted. 

560 

1os cotton equals 15s worsted. 

siiven 

5) eS 
=— = 7.5s worsted. Ans. 

I5+15 2 
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44. THREE-PLY YARNS. 

It is very seldom that three or more yarns are used in the 
same thread, especially different counts of the single threads, but 

if it is required to make such a combination and calculate 
the counts, then reduce all to one denomination and proceed as 

shown in clause '11 and 112 of Part III, Calculations. 

45. EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE. 

a. A yarn is composed of one thread of Ios cotton and 26 

cut woolen. What are the counts in “cut” numbers ? 

b. What would be the resulting count of one end of 40s 
cotton, one of 4os worsted, and one of 60s spun silk twisted 

together ? 

c. ‘What are the counts of 36s cotton twisted with 48s 

worsted ? Give the answers in both cotton and worsted systems. 

46. PRICE OF TWISTED YARNS. 

To find the price of two ply yarns, sometimes called double 
and twist yarns, when the threads to be twisted together are of 
different values and different counts. 

Rule.— Multiply the highest counts by the price of the lowest 
counts and the lowest counts by the price of the highest, and 

divide the sum of the products by the sum of the counts. 

EXAMPLE. 

A 32s yarn costs 42 cents per pound and a 16s yarn costs 

18 cents per pound; find the cost of the two twisted together. 

32 KX 18 = 576 

16". 42/—072 

48 1248 

Therefore, 1248 + 48 = 26 cents per pound as the cost of 
the twisted yarn. Ans. 

47. If the threads or yarns are of different materials and 
the counts reckoned on a different basis, then reduce them both 

to the same denomination and proceed as in the previous exam- 
ple. 

48. If three or more threads are twisted together, first find 
the value of any two, and then the value of the thread resulting 
from those two with the third. 
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49. EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE. 

a. What isthe price of a twist yarn composed of one thread 

of 22s yarn at 40 cents per pound, and a 4os yarn at 84 cents per 

pound ? 
b. What is the price per pound of a twist thread composed 

of one thread of 40s worsted at 96 cents per pound, and one 

thread of 80s 2 fold silk at $5.28 per pound ? 

c. What would be the size or count of the above twist 

thread in worsted counts ? 
50. FinpiInc WEIGHT oF SINGLE YARNS TO PRODUCE 

Use NOARNS. 
When twisting together two threads of different counts, to 

find the weight of each required to produce a given weight. 

Rule — Find the counts resulting from the two threads, then, 

as the counts of one thread is to the resulting counts, so is the 

total weight to the weight required of that thread. 

Silo . lbp NWUTNe Ie, 

What weight of 80s cotton should be twisted with a 32s 

cotton to produce 100 pounds of double and twist ? 

80 X 32 

80 + 32 

Then, as 80 : 22.857 : :100: 28.572 of 80s yarn. Ans. 

52. Another rule.— As the sum of the two or more counts is 

to one of the counts, so is the total weight to the weight of the 

other count. 

Take the previous example by this method. 

80 

= 22.857 resulting count. 

2 2309 MICOS Or Aas, O's 

11 2 BD 22 MOOS LS Oi OR. eos 

If the price of each yarn was given and it was required to 

find the price per pound of the resulting counts, then multiply 

the weight of each kind of yarn by its price, add them together 

and divide by the total weight. 
Bes Exe E 

a. Supposing the 80s yarn in the previous example was 

worth 72 cents per pound and the 32s worth 48 cents per pound, 
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and the quantities of each yarn, the total cost and the price per 
pound were required, 100 pounds of material being used. What 
would be the cost per pound of the yarn? 

80 
32 

112 :80::100:713 pounds of 32s at 48 cts. = $34.284 cost of 32s. 

112: 32::100: 284 pounds of 80sat 72 cts. $20.57! cost of 80s. 

$54.857, total cost. 

$54.857 — 100 pounds = 54.9 cents per pound. Ans. 

b. Ascertain the price per pound and the quantities of each 
yarn in 50 pounds of 60s worsted at $1.20 per pound twisted 

with 28s worsted at 84 cents per pound. 

60 

28 

88 : 60: : 50: 34.09 pounds of 28s 

88 : 28: :50:15.9 pounds of 60s. 

34.09 pounds of 28s at 84 cents = $28.636 
15.9 pounds of 60s at $1.20 = 19.100 

Total cost, $47.736 

$47.736 + 50 =95.5 cents per pound. Ans. 

54. EXAMPLES FoR PRACTICE. 

a. ind the price per pound and the quantities of each yarn 
in 100 lbs. of yarn made of one thread of 4os 2 fold silk at $2.52 

per pound, and one thread of 4-run woolen at 4o cents per 

pound. 

b. A three ply yarn is made from 80s, 40s and 30s worsted, 

and weighs 100 pounds. What weight would it contain of each 
count of yarn, and what will be the counts of the three-ply yarn? 

c. A warp weighs 45 pounds and is arranged two threads 

of 14s worsted and one thread of 4-run woolen. What is the 

weight of each kind of yarn ? 



The American Gonesvondence School of Textiles. 

Examination Paper.—Calculations.—Part IV. 

For instructions as to answering these questions refer to the sheet 

of rules sent with your first instruction paper. 

Where definitions are called for, do not use the Same words as are 

‘given in the lesson. 

In addition to asking you for answers to the following questions, we 

may require you to show the working of the “Hxamples for Practice”’ 

from the lessons, to see how you arrive at the answers given in the key. 

You need not send these in unless called for, but perform the work 

neatly and retain it. 
(xpress your answers in decimals to three places.) 

PXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
1.—Explain the word ‘counts,’ and give other names that are used. 
2—State what is meant by “ply yarn,” 'and give other names that are 

used for the Same purpose. 

3.—State how many yards there are in one pound by each of the 

following systems, the counts of the yarn being single 5’s: Wololen “run” 

and “‘cut’’; linen, cotton, silk, spun and raw; and worsted. 

4— What is the weight of 4000 yards of 1 run yarn in ounces? 

5.—How many yards are there in 7 pounds of 3 cut yarn? 

6.—If 368,000 yards of worsted yarn weigh 16 pounds, what are the 

counts? 
7.—Stalte the method of writing the counts of silk ply yarn, and also 

the difference between the cotton and silk systems of counting ply yarn. 
8.— What counts are the single threads in a 2 ply 30’s worsted yarn? 

9.—How many yards of single 40’s worsted yarn would be required 

to produce 50 pounds of 2 ply 40’s worsted, ignoring contraction in 

twisting? 

10.—Given 760,000 yards of yarn, calculate the counts in worsted, 

cotton, silk and Jinen, the weight being 20 pounds. 

11.—What is the difference between the systems of counting raw and 

spun silks, and how would you indicate the counts of the latter? 

19.—State those systems of yarn numbering in which the finer the 

yarn the higher are the counts, and also those in which the reverse is 

the ease. : 

13.—Find the 2-ply counts in the woolen, worsted and cotton systems 

equal to 36’s 2 fold s‘lk. 

14.—How can the counts of yarn be got without calculations, in silk 

and worsted? 
15.—What is the weight of 360,000 yards of yarn 2 ply 36’s worsted, or 

2 ply 48’s cotton, or 5 run woolen? 

16.—How many ounces of yarn are there in 14,000 yards of 2 ply 36’s 

worsted ? 

17.—Sitate how you would find the size or counts of two or three 

threads twisted together. 

18.—Change 2 ply 40’s worsted to cotton counts. 

19—What would be the length of 18 pounds of 8's yarn in the 

worsted, cotton, and “run’’ woolen systems? 

°0.— What count would be required ito twist with single 14’s to produces 

a two ply thread equal to a 10's? 

21.—What weight of 60’s worsted would be required to produce 120 

pounds of twist yarn when twisted with a thread of 38’s worsted? 

22—State how to find the price per pound and the quantities of each 

yarn when the weight required and counts are known; also the price of 
the separate threads. Give an example. : 

23.— What is the price per pound and the quantities of each yarn 

in 120 pounds of twist composed of one thread of 36's cotton and one 

thread of 54’s worsted, price of catton 4 cents per ounce, price of worsted 
8 a per ounce? Also state the cost of the cotton and worsted yarn 

in bulk. 
24._What count of cotton yarn would be twisted with a 40’s to make 

a two ply yarn equial to a 24’s? 
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25.—If three ends of 30’s yarn and one end of : ie 
together, Hac would be the weight of each yarn in | | 

26.—A given length of yarn weighs 70 pounds, a @ 018 5 @ 
ends of 24’s ana one of 9’s, what weight of each will 

27.—800,000 yards of woolen yarn weigh 50 pounds. What are the 

counts in both the ‘“‘run” and ‘‘cut’’ systems? 
28.—What size of silk would 100 yards be if it weighed 44 of a dram? 

* 29.—How would you find the counts of a ply yarn made of \two or more 
single threads of different materials? 

_30.—State how to find the weight of each thread when the total 
weight and the counts of the separate threads are given. 

Key. : 
Answers to Questions.—Calculations.—Part IV.—First Edition. 

Clause 25. 

a. 11.25 rum;.60 cut, 

b. 66.071 worsted; 44.047 cotton. 
c. 1.562 pounds “run” yarn; 8.333 ‘“‘cut’” yarn. 
a; “16. 
e. 16,800 
f. 33,600 

g. 30 dram silk. 
h. 1000. 

Clause 28. 
dash Oe5, 

b. 25,200 yards of cotton, 
33,600 yards of silk. 

16,000 yards of ‘“‘run’’ woolen. 

Cotentics 

d. 2100 yards. 

e. 16’s counts, first 64’s counts, second thread. 

f. The same, 80's. 

g. 60's. 

h. 882 yards, 

i: 2607S: 
j. 37.3338 

Clause 34. 

a. 42.857. 
er -28sba ts 

d. 26.666 cuts. 
Clause 39. 

a. 470,400 
b. 285,200 
ec. 504,000 

d. 336,000 

Clause 45. 
an 8-481; or Zeply: 27: “cut.” 

be 122681. 
c. 25.41’s w orsted; 17’s cotton, 

Clause 49. 
a. 55.6 cents. 

b. 204 cents per pound. 

Cy 30'S. 

Clause 54, 
a. 73.92 cents. 

84 pounds of woolen. 

16 pounds of silk. 

b. 14.117 counts cf yarn. 

17.647 pounds of 80’s yarn. 

25.294 pounds of 40’s yarn. 

47.058 pounds of 30’s yarn, 
99.999, or 100 pounds total weight. 

ec. 27.907 pounds of worsted yarn. 

17.098 pounds of woolen yarn. 
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